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Training Phase A:        GA for producing General rules 
C:  GA for producing specific rule with 
fixed length 
 
B:   GA for producing specific rule with 
random length 
Test Phase 
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Gene 0 ... Gene n-2 Gene n-1 
Atomic conditioni Operationi ... Atomic conditionj Operationj Atomic condition k * 
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Set of 200 rules      with fitness 
Rule fitness evaluation 
Fitness evaluation 
Train for Attack 
 
Train for Normal 
Mutation of rate 0.25 
of the whole rules 
Set of 200     new rules  
Replace lethal 
chromosome with a new 




The rule with the 
best fitness value 
will be produced 
Yes 
No 
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R1 Normal 3 60593 60214 379 99.37 
R2 U2R 3 230 230 0 100 
R3 Probe 7 4166 4027 139 96.66 
R4 R2L 13 16187 16187 0 100 
R5 DoS 20 229853 229848 5 99.99 
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detection    
rate % 
R1 Normal 3 25 3,6 99.37 99.59 
R2 U2R 3 8 No 100 99.87 
R3 Probe 7 7 23 96.66 99.38 
R4 R2L 13 6 6,24,33 100 99.78 
R5 DoS 20 20 same 99.99 99.22 
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